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     Abstract: Grid computing is a high performance computing 
environment to solve larger scale computational demands. 
Grid computing contains resource management, task 
scheduling, security problems, information management and so 
on. Task scheduling is a fundamental issue in achieving high 
performance in grid computing systems. However, it is a big 
challenge for efficient scheduling algorithm design and 
implementation.  In this paper, a heuristic approach based on 
particle swarm optimization algorithm is adopted to solving 
task scheduling problem in grid environment. Each particle is 
represented a possible solution, and the position vector is 
transformed from the continuous variable to the discrete 
variable. This approach aims to generate an optimal schedule 
so as to get the minimum completion time while completing the 
tasks. The results of simulated experiments show that the 
particle swarm optimization algorithm is able to get the better 
schedule than genetic algorithm. 
 
     Keywords: particle swarm optimization, task 
scheduling,   grid computing 

1. Introduction 

With the development of the network technology, grid 
computing used to solve larger scale complex problems 
becomes a focus technology. Task scheduling is a 
challenging problem in grid computing environment [1]. If 
large numbers of tasks are computed on the geographically 
distributed resources, a reasonable scheduling algorithm 
must be adopted in order to get the minimum completion 
time. So task scheduling which is one of NP-Complete 
problems becomes a focus by many of scholars in grid 
computing area.  
     Heuristic optimization algorithm is widely used to solve 
a variety of NP-complete problems. Abraham et al and 
Braun et al [2] presented three basic heuristics implied by 

Nature for Grid scheduling, namely Genetic Algorithm 
(GA) [3-7], Simulated Annealing (SA) [8-9] and Tabu 
Search (TS) [10], and heuristics derived by a combination of 
there three algorithms. GA and SA are powerful stochastic 
optimization methods, which are inspired form the nature. 
GA is simulated the evolutionary natural selection process. 
The better solution of generation is evaluated according to 
the fitness value and the candidates with better fitness values 
are used to create further solutions through crossover and 
mutation processes. Simulated annealing is based on the 
process of annealing about the solid matter in physics. Both 
methods are valid and have been applied in various fields 
due to their strong convergence properties.  
     Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [11] is one of the 
latest evolutionary optimization techniques inspired by 
nature. It is simulated the process of a swarm of birds 
preying. It has the better ability of global searching and has 
been successfully applied to many areas such as neural 
network training, control system analysis and design, 
structural optimization and so on. It also has fewer 
algorithm parameters than both genetic algorithm and 
simulated algorithm. Furthermore, PSO algorithm works 
well on most global optimal problems. 
     In this paper, PSO algorithm is employed to solve the 
scheduling problem in a grid environment. Through a serial 
of simulated experiments, our results show that PSO 
algorithm is effective for task scheduling in computational 
grid.  
     This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, grid 
scheduling issues are mainly discussed. Particle swarm 
optimization algorithm is introduced in section 3. In Section 
4, PSO algorithm for task scheduling problem in grid 
environment is given. Experiment settings and results are 
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discussed in Section 5 and some conclusions are given in 
Section 6. 

2. Grid scheduling issues 

A computational grid is a hardware and software 
infrastructure that provides dependable, consistent, 
pervasive, and inexpensive access to high-end 
computational capabilities [1]. A resource in the 
computational grid is something that is required to carry out 
an operation, for example, a processor used for data 
processing. The resource management of computational grid 
is responsible for resource discovery and allocation of a task 
to a particular resource. Usually it is easy to get the 
information about the ability to process data of the available 
resource. In this paper, we will discuss the problem that n 
tasks work on m computing resources with an objective of 
minimizing the completion time and utilizing the resources 
effectively. If the number of tasks is less than the number of 
resources in grid environment, the tasks can be allocated on 
the resources according to the first-come-first-serve rule. If 
the number of task is more than the number of resources, the 
allocation of tasks is to be made by some scheduling 
schemes. Considering the number of tasks is more than the 
computing resources in this paper, so one task can not be 
assigned to different resource, implying that the task is not 
allowed to be migrated between resources[17]. Usually it is 
able to get the information about the available resources via 
resource management in the grid environment. 

     To formulate the problem, define iT
 i={1,2,3,…n} as n 

independent tasks permutation and jR
 j={1,2,3,…m} as m 

computing resources. Suppose that the processing time ji,P
 

for task i computing on j resource is known. The completion 

time ( )xC  represents  the total cost time of completion. 
     The objective is to find an permutation matrix  

( )jixx ,=
 , with jix , =1 if resource i performs task j and if 

otherwise, jix , =0, which minimizes the total costs 
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{ } TjRix ji ∈∀∈∀∈ ,,1,0,  (3)                                                                   

     The minimal ( )xC  represents the length of schedule 
whole tasks working on available resources. The scheduling 

constraints (2) guarantee that each task is assigned to exactly 
one resource.  
     We will discuss that a new optimal schedule is able to 
find the minimal completion time. 

3. Particle swarm optimization algorithm  

The particle swarm optimization [12] which is one of the 
latest evolutionary optimization techniques was introduced 
in 1995 by Kennedy and Eberhart. PSO algorithm is an 
adaptive method that can be used to solve optimization 
problem. Conducting search uses a population of particles. 
Each particle corresponds to individual in evolutionary 
algorithm. A flock or swarm of particles is randomly 
generated initially, each particle’s position representing a 
possible solution point in the problem space. Each particle 

has an updating position vector 
iX and updating velocity 

vector iV  by moving through the problem space. Kennedy 

and Eberhart proposed the formula of updating position 

vector iX : 

     i
1k

i
k

i
1k vxx ++ +=  �4� 

     And the formula of updating velocity vector
iV
: 
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     Where 1c  and 2c  are positive constant and 1r and 2r are 
uniformly distributed random number in [0,1]. The velocity 

vector 
iV
 is range of 

[ ]maxmax ,VV−
 [13]. 

     At each iteration step, a function 
iF is calculated by 

position vector 
iX
 evaluating each particle’s quality. The 

vector 
iP  represents ever the best position of each particle 

and 
gP  represents the best position obtained so far in the 

population. Changing velocity this way enables the particle 

to search around its individual best position
iP , and 

updating global best position
gP , until searing for the 

global best position in the limited iteration. 
     4. PSO algorithm for scheduling problem in 
computational grid 
     In grid environment, scheduling which is one of a variety 
of NP-complete problems is a very complicated issue. The 
aim of this problem is how to improve the efficiency of 
resource and how to minimize the completion time at the 
same time. PSO can be implemented to solve various 
function optimization problems, or some problems which 
can be transformed to function optimization problems. For 
solving the task scheduling problem by using PSO 
algorithm, we use the small position value (SPV) rule [14] 
which borrowed from the random key representation to 
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solve the task scheduling problem. The SPV rule can 
convert the continuous position values to discrete 
permutation in PSO algorithm.  
     A population of particles is randomly generated initially. 

Each particle denoted as 
iX
 (i=1, 2, 3, … , n) with its 

position, velocity, and fitness value represents a potential 
solution about resource scheduling. The position of each 
particle is represented by n number of dimensions as 

],,,[ i
n

i
2

i
1

i
k xxxx �=

 where 
i
kx

 is the position value of i 
particle with respect to the n dimension, and the velocity is 

represented by 
],,,[ i

n
i
2

i
1

i
k vvvv �=

�where 
i
kv

 is the 
velocity of particle i with respect to the n dimension. Based 
on SPV rules, the continuous position convert to a 

permutation of sequences
iS
, which is a sequence of tasks 

implied by the particle
iX
. 

iS
 is represented by 

],,,[ i
n

i
2

i
1

i
k ssss �=

, where 
i
ks

 is the sequence of task of i 
particle in the processing order with respect to the n 

dimension. Define 
],,,[ i

n
i

2
i

1
i

k rrrr �=
 as the n dimension 

task processing on the 
i

kr  resources. The fitness value 
evaluated by fitness function represents the particle’s quality 

based on the current sequence
iR
. The personal best value 

denoted as
iP  represents the best searching position of the 

particle so far. For each particle in the population,
iP  can be 

determined and updated at each iteration step. In grid 

resource scheduling with the fitness function 
)( iRf

 

where
iR
is the corresponding sequence of particle

iX
, the 

personal best
iP  of the i particle is obtained such that 

)()( i
1k

i
k RfRf −≤

 where 
iR
 is the corresponding 

sequence of personal best 
iP  .For each particle, the 

personal best is denoted as 
],,,[ i

n
i
2

i
1

i
k pppp �=

 where 
i
kp

 is the position value of the i particle best with respect to 
the n dimension. The best particle in the whole swarm is 

assigned to the global best denoted as 
iG . The 

iG  can be 

obtained such that
)()( i

k
i RfRf ≤

, for k = 1, 2, 3, … , m, 

where 
iR  is the corresponding sequence of particle best

iP . 
In general, we define the fitness function of the global best 

as
)()( i

best
i
gbest RfRf =

, and the global best is defined as 

],,,[ i
n

i
2

i
1

i
k gggg �=

 where 
i
kg

is the position value of the 
global best with respect to the n dimension. Each particle 
updates its velocity vector based on the experiences of the 
personal best and the global best in order to update the 
position of each particle with the velocity currently updated 
in search space. Each particle keeps track of its own best 
position and the swarm keeps track of the global best 
position. In addition, a local search may be applied to a 
certain group of particles in the swarm to enhance the 
exploitation of searching space. If the minimum computing 
time which is able to complete the whole tasks is found or 
finish with maximum number of iteration, the process will 
be terminated. The pseudo code of PSO algorithm for task 
scheduling in grid computing system is given as follows, 
BEGIN { 
Initialize parameters; 
Initialize population randomly; 
Initialize each particle position vector and velocity vector; 
Find a permutation according to each particle’s position; 
Evaluate each particle and find the personal best and the 
global best; 
Do { 
Update each particle’s velocity and position; 
Find a permutation according to the updated each particle’s 
position; 
Evaluate each particle and update the personal best and the 
global best; 
Apply the local search; 
} While (!Stop criterion) 
} 
END 
 
4.1. Solution representation 
For task scheduling algorithm in grid environment, one of 
the most important issues is how to represent a solution. The 
solution representation ties up with the PSO algorithm 
performance. We define one particle as a possible solution 
in the population. And dimension n corresponding to n 
tasks, each dimension represents a task. The position vector 
of each particle makes transformation about the continuous 
position. We use the smallest position value, namely, the 
SPV rule is used first to find a permutation corresponding to 

the continuous position
iX
. For the n tasks and m resource 

problem, each particle represents a reasonable scheduling 

scheme. The position vector 
],,,[ i

n
i
2

i
1

i
k xxxx �=

 has a 
continuous set of values. Based on the SPV rule, the 
continuous position vector can be transformed a dispersed 

value permutation
],,,[ i

n
i
2

i
1

i
k ssss �=

. Then the operation 

vector 
],,,[ i

n
i

2
i

1
i

k rrrr �=
 is defined by the following 

formula: 
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m mod SR i

k
i
k =

  �6� 
     Table 1 illustrates the solution representation of particle 

iX
of PSO algorithm for 9 tasks and 3 processors. Based on 

SPV rules, 
i
ks

is formed to a permutation. Using the 

formulas (6),  23  mod  sr i
11

i
11 ==  where refers to the 

sequence number of computing processor. We define that 
the start number sequence is zero. 
 

Table 1 : Solution Representation 
 

Dimension i
kx

 
i
ks

 
i

kr  
0 3.01 5 2 
1 7.96 8 0 
2 -0.91 0 2 
3 0.78 2 2 
4 -0.31 1 1 
5 1.85 3 0 
6 5.26 7 1 
7 4.75 6 0 
8 1.77 4 1 

 
4.2. Initial Population 
The initialized population of particles is constructed 
randomly for PSO algorithm. The initialized continuous 
position values and continuous velocities are generated by 
the follow formula [14];  

     
rxxxxk *)( minmaxmin

0 −+=
 (7) 

     Where minx = -0.4, maxx
= 4.0 and r is a uniform random 

number between 0 and 1. 

     
rvvvvk *)( minmaxmin

0 −+=
  (8) 

     Where minv = -0.4, maxv
= 4.0 and r is a uniform random 

number between 0 and 1. We think the population size is the 
number of dimensions.  Since the objective is to minimize 

the completion time, the fitness function value 
i

kf  is the 
completion time value which is decoded from the operation 
repetition vector for particle i. 
 
4.3. The flow of PSO algorithm for task scheduling 
issues 
Initial population randomly of PSO algorithm is the first 
step of this algorithm. The formulas (4) and (5) are used to 
construct the initial continuous position values and velocity 
value of each particle. 
     The complete flow of the PSO algorithm for the task 
scheduling of grid can be summarized as follows, 
     Step1: Initialization. 
     Set the contents about this algorithm: 
kmax�c1=c2=2�w0�iter=1; 

     Define the number of active resource and the list of tasks. 
The dimension of PSO algorithm is the number of tasks. 
     Initialize position vector and velocity vector of each 

particle randomly ]x,,x,x[x 0
n

0
2

0
1

0
k �=  

and ]v,,v,v[v 0
n

0
2

0
1

0
k �= ; 

     Apply the SPV rule to find the permutation 

]s,,s,s[s 0
n

0
2

0
1

0
k �= ; 

     Apply the formula (6) to fine the operation vector 

]r,,r,r[r 0
n

0
2

0
1

0
k �= ; 

     Evaluate each particle I in the swarm using the objective 
function; find the best fitness value among the whole 

swarm
)R(f 0

. Set the global best value )R(fG 00 = . 
     Step 2: Update iteration variable. 

     ;1iteriter +=  
     Step 3: Update inertia weight. 

     βωω *1-iteriter = ; 
     Step 4: Update velocity. 
 
 
Table 2 : Local Search Applied to Permutation before 
Repairing 
 
 
Dimension 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

i
kx

 

1.8 -0.99 3.01 0.72 -0.45 -2.25 5.3 4.8 1.9 

i
ks

 

5 1 4 3 0 8 2 7 6 

i
kr  

2 1 1 0 0 2 2 1 0 

i
kx

 

1.8 3.01 0.72 -0.45 -2.25 -0.99 5.3 4.8 1.9 

i
ks

 

4 5 3 2 0 8 1 7 6 

i
kr  

1 2 0 2 0 2 1 1 0 

 
 
Table 3 : Local Search Applied to Permutation after 
Repairing 
 
 

Dimension 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
i
kx

 

1.8 -0.99 3.01 0.72 -0.45 -2.25 5.3 4.8 1.9 

i
ks

 

5 1 4 3 0 8 2 7 6 

i
kr  

2 1 1 0 0 2 2 1 0 

i
kx

 

1.8 0.72 3.01 -0.99 -0.45 -2.25 5.3 4.8 1.9 

i
ks

 

5 3 4 1 0 8 2 7 6 

i
kr  

2 0 1 1 0 2 2 1 0 
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Table 4 : Parameter settings of PSO and GA algorithm 
 
 

Algorithm 
 

Parameter description 
 

Parameter Value 
 

Size of Swarm 30 
Self-recognition coefficient c1 2 
Social coefficient c2 2 
Weight w 0.9      0.4 

PSO  

Max Velocity 100 
Size of population 30 
Probability of crossover 0.8 
Probability of mutation 0.03 

GA 

Scale for mutations 0.1 

 
 
Table 5 : An example of the best result based on PSO 
algorithm for (3, 10) 
 
 

Task Resource 

1T
 2T

 3T
 4T

 5T
 6T

 7T
 8T

 9T
 10T

 

1R
 

0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 

2R
 

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

3R
 

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 

 
Apply the formula (5) update velocity of each particle; 
Step 5: Update position. 
Apply the formula (4) update position of each particle; 
Step 6: Find permutation. 
Apply the SPV rule to find the 

permutation
],,,[ i

n
i
2

i
1

i
k ssss �=

; 
Step 7: Fine operation vector  
Apply the formula (6) to fine the operation 

vector
],,,[ i

n
i

2
i

1
i

k rrrr �=
; 

Step 8: Update personal best. 
Each particle is evaluated by using the operation vector to 

see if the personal best will improve. If 
)()( i

k
i
best RfRf ≤

, 

then 
)()( i

k
i
best RfRf =

; 
Step 9: Update global best. 

If
)()( i

best
i
gbest RfRf ≤

, then
)()( i

best
i
gbest RfRf =

; 
Step 10: Stopping criterion 
If the number of iteration exceeds the maximum number of 
iteration, then stop; otherwise go to step 2. 
 
4.4. Neighborhood of PSO 
In the PSO algorithm, local search is applied to the 
permutation directly. However, it violates the SPV rule and 
needs a repair algorithm. The neighborhood structures [14] 

is showed in Table 2 where  1ri
2 =   and  2ri

4 =  are 
interchanged. 

     As shown in Table 2, applying a local search to the 
permutation violates the SPV rule because the permutation 
is a result of the particle’s position values. After completing 
the local search, a particle should be repaired in order to the 
SPV rule is not violated.  
     Table 3 shows a new permutation achieved by changing 
the position values according to the SPV rule after repairing.  
     The values of positions and permutation are interchanged 

in terms of their dimensions.  When 1si
1 = and 

3si
3 =

are 

interchanged, their corresponding 99.0xi
1 −= and 

72.0xi
3 =

 are interchanged respectively for dimensions 
k=1 and k=3 to keep the particle consistent with the SPV 
rule.  The advantage of this approach is due to the fact that 
the repair algorithm is only needed after evaluating all the 
neighbors in a permutation. 
     The performance of the local search algorithm depends 
on the choice of the neighborhood structure. In this paper, 
the variable neighborhood search (VNS) method presented 
by Mladenovic and Hansen [18] is adopted. Usually the two 
neighborhood structures are employed.  
      S1: Interchange two tasks between a and b dimensions, 
(a≠b) 
     S2: Remove the task at the a dimension and insert it in 
the b dimension, (a≠b) 
     Where a and b are the random integer numbers between 
1 and the number of tasks. Two swaps and two interchanges 
are used to diversify the global best solution before applying 
the local search. The modification is important to direct the 
search towards the global optima since the global best 
solution remains the same after some iterations, probably at 
a local minimum. In addition, neural moves are allowed in 
the VNS local search in order to restart the search from a 
different permutation with the same function value. 

5. Experimental settings and results 

In our experiments we conducted a serial of experiments to 
test this algorithm on a simulated grid environment. We 
compared the performance of PSO algorithm with genetic 
algorithm (GA) [15-16] that have many similarities. Genetic 
algorithm is an evolutionary natural selection process. The 
candidate solution of each generation is evaluated according 
to the high fitness value and is used to create further 
solutions via crossover and mutation procedures. 
     The experimental parameter settings of PSO and GA 
algorithms are described in Table 3. We considered a finite 
number of processors in our small scale grid environment 
and assumed that the processing speeds of each processor 
and the cost time of each task are known. Each experiment 
was repeated 10 times with different random seeds. We 
recorded the completion time values of the best solutions 
throughout the optimization iterations and a minimum cost 
time of all tasks completed. 
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     In order to analyze the performance of task scheduling 
algorithm, firstly we had an experiment with a small task 
scheduling problem. There is 3 resources sand 10 tasks. The 
speeds of the 3 resources are 4, 3, 2 and the cost time of 
each task is 19, 23, 24, 20, 20, 25, 16, 21, 24, and 15. The 
results of GA algorithm running 10 times were {26, 25.4, 
25.8, 25.8, 25, 25, 25.8, 26, 25.4, 25}, with an average value 
of 25.52. The results of PSO algorithm were {25, 25, 25.4, 
25.4, 25, 25, 25, 25, 25, 25.2}, with an average value of 
25.1. PSO algorithm provided the best result 7 times, while 
GA algorithm provided the best result 3 times. Table 2 
shows an example of the best task scheduling results based 
on PSO algorithm about (3, 10), which “1” means the task is 
assigned to the respective resource in grid environment. 
     We test the task scheduling problem from 5 processors, 
100 tasks to 20 processor 200 tasks. In PSO algorithm, the 
parameters were set that the number of particle is 30, the 
self-recognition coefficient c1 and social coefficient c2 are 2, 
and the weight is linear decreased from 0.9 to 0.4. For GA, 
the size of the population is 30.  
     Figure 1 shows the completion time of PSO and GA 
about 5 processors and 100 tasks. It displays that PSO 
usually had better average completion time values than GA. 
Figure 2 shows three types of test data of running different 
numbers of tasks. The curves of T1, T2 and T3 denote the 
results about running 5 processors, 10 processors and 20 
processors. Table 6 shows the best result of GA and PSO 
algorithm about six types of test data. It shows PSO usually 
spent the shorter time to complete the scheduling than GA 
algorithm. It is to be noted that PSO usually spent the 
shorter time to accomplish the various task scheduling tasks 
and had the better result compared with GA algorithm. 
 

 
 
 
Figure 1 : Performance of PSO and GA scheduling 
algorithm about 5 processors and 100 tasks. 
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Figure 2 : The performance of curves of different numbers 
of processors running different numbers of tasks 
 

Table 6 : Performance of GA and PSO algorithm 
 

GA Algorithm PSO Algorithm Problem 
Completion time Time Completion time Time 

5*100 208.50 56 198.00 37 
5*200 407.00 203 388.50 128 
10*100 72.00 78 70.50 39 
10*200 190.00 198 183.50 162 
20*100 34.00 87 31.50 41 
20*200 79.00 277 76.75 158 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, scheduling algorithm based on PSO is 
proposed for task scheduling problem on computational 
grids. Each particle represents a feasible solution. The 
position vector is transformed from the continuous values to 
the discrete values based on SPV rules, accordingly, a 
permutation formed. Our approach is to generate an optimal 
schedule so as to complete the tasks in a minimum time as 
well as utilizing the resources in an efficient way. We 
evaluate the performance of our proposed approach and 
compared it with genetic algorithm under the same 
condition. From the simulated experiment, the result of PSO 
algorithm is better than GA. Simulation results demonstrate 
that PSO algorithm can get better effect for a large scale 
optimization problem. Task scheduling algorithm based on 
PSO algorithm can be applied in the computational grid 
environment. 
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